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PROJECTIVE OBJECTS IN CATEGORIES 
OF CROUP EXTENSI0NS 
0. Introduction 
0.1. Qe two categories of group extensions, (c) and Qc. the associated functor 
I’ : 6) -+ & and free objects in the category (G) are all defined in [hl (see also 
1 lb] )_ Proj<L tive objects in the categories (G) and Qc; are defined in the usual way. 
In fh], Gruenberg suggests hree possible approaches for studying projective objects 
when G is a finite group: comparison, group-theoretic and module-theoretic. Some 
aspects of the comparison method have been considered in 11 SJ. In the present 
paper. some aspects of the other two methods are considered, the module-theoretic 
in Section Z and the group-thexetic in SectIon 3. 
The fact that the kernels of any two minimal projectives are isomorphic locally, 
i.e. in the same genus, has been remarked on by several mathematicians; the con- 
verse IS given by the following proposition. 
Reposition 2.1. Suppose (A 1 , x1 ) is a projective object in Q . If A 2 is in the sume 
genusas A,, i.e. A2 VA,, 9 then thcte exists an element y of H-(G, AZ) such that 
(A2, y) is u projective object in Q(;. When (A 1, xl) is minimal projective, then so is 
The main theorem of Set tion 2 shows that the above situation does occur non- 
trivially: 
Theorem 2.2. There exist groups such that the number of ist~morphism classes in the 
genus containing the kernel of a minimal projective is greuter than one. In purticular, 
thete exist solu le groups uch that there are at least two distinct isornorp 
which are not pven in the same restricted genus. 
* Prewnt addrew: Fakultat flir Mathematik, Universitat Bielefeld, West Germany. 
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1 a Preliminaries 
Remauic. All the modules in this paper are finitely generated and torsion free as 2. 
modules, i.e. they are ZG-lattices. 
2. The module-theoretic method 
Rcxall that the two modules Mt. .ZI, are saild to be in rhe same genus. AIt vM2, 
if 
for 311 primes p, whIsre ZfP, is the locaJi/lation of Z at the prime ideal (p), i.e. if AI, 
and & arc focally rsomorphk. 
where G4 is a Syiow q-subgroup OX’. By the Characterization Theorem, 
SO 
ff2(G,. A,): z/ic,Iz, H’(G;.A,)=O. 
Hen cc 
H1(Gq. 4,) = 0, f-f+c;,. AZ) 22 ZilGp!. 
ff’(G. iI?) = 0, ff’(G, A2) 25 Z/lClZ. 
Let y be any generator of IIl(G, .+), then (&, _I ) satisties; the conditions of the 
Characterization Thetirem. So (A?, _v) is a projective object. NW suppose (‘4 I, -VI 1 IS 
a minimal projective but (A-J. _ by) is not. Then, by definition, A 2 has a projecttve 
direct summand, and hence .4 I has a projective direct summand f since A 1 v A, q 
by [ I$ Theorem 6.1 2, Corollary 6.13, p. 1161. But then (At, xt )hasapro 
tive image in Qc, which contradicts the minimshty of (Al, xl 1 Ih, p. 203 
fore (A:!, y) is a minimal projective. 
Remark 2.3. An aiternsrte proof of the f&t that I Iii > I ~‘311 bederived from 1 it)]. 
hr if{; is an abeiian group with p as above dividing 1GI, and J(G) = 2, then 3 mini- 
mal relation module d is a minimal projef-“iv,. 16, p. 263, Theorem 7, and p. 270. 
Exerbsr], and (cf. 141) 
Q g z /j 1 Q + QG’ 2 ;) a:? Q .a 
( > 
1;1 Ai . 
Since G is abeiian, the Aj are all non-isomor&i as modules. By [ 10], 
R =(S,, . ..* ‘V,#, yq), 
where the 1“’ are binding homomorphisms, the Ni are frxtic~nai deals in the fields 
Ai for at 2 i -3 2, and N, is a module over the double kid Q *I* Q. 
Now, by assumption, h(C,) > 1 for some i # I. Let Mi be any ideal in A, such 
that M, and & are in different ideal ciasws; then MIWV~, and there exist binding 
hr~mamnrphisrns Cg’i} such that 
is in the same genus as R; but R 3: D since Mi 9 N,. 
Proposition 2.4. Let I be a projective ideal of ZG, where G is a non-cyc!ic group. 
Suppose (A IE) is a non-minimal projective object; the@ there exists a projective ob- 
ject (A 1 I E, ) and an epimnrphism (A I E) + (A 1 IE, ) with kernel isomorphic to I, 
i. C’. 
Roof. Let l’(AIE) = (A, x); then since (A IL3 is not minimal projective, there exists a 
projective objc’~ t (A 2, x2) and a projective module Y sul:h that (A, xg 2 (AZ, -u$r(P,O). 
But P 2 J + 20 for some t 2 0 and J # 0 [ 14, p. 3X]. iif G is cyclic and 1:rank(A)X, 
then I is greater than or equal to one.) So 
(A, x) 2 (A 2 3’ ZG’. (x 0)) 71 (J. 0). 
Let A 2 @ ZG’ he AI; tt Ien. by [ 16, bmrna 4.5 1, A, is faithful, hence M is faithful. 
(If (; is cyclic, M is faithful since I2 1.) Now [ 14, Theorem 42, p. 571 
/szQsQ(;sJSZQ, 
s0 I V J (by f i4, Theorem 2.21, p. 36)). Therefore there exists a module h-I’ such that 
M’ v M and M 4i.J 2 M’ (3 I (by [ 14, Theorem 6.8, p. 11 O] ). Supposr this isomorphism 
isf; then 
lxt ((x, O), 0) f* be (_I , 0). Then (A, x) 2 (M’, p) IT (1, 0). H~ce (M’. y) is a projec- 
tive object 16. Theorem 4, p. I%], and if [‘(A 1 IE,‘, = (M’, _tq j, then (At {Et ) satisfies 
the conclusion of the proposition. 
CotoUary 2.5. Let G he arly grwp and P a projective ZG-module. 77~1 there exist pro- 
jective objects (?A, IL’, ) atrd (AZ IEz) and atr epimorphism (A I IEl) --, (A21E2) wirh ker- 
nel P. 
Roof. Suppose Phas riink 12, ; .e. Q Q 2 P 2 (QGy’. Then there exist two free objects, 
(Rt I& ) and (&&), of rank J(G) + 2 and d(G) + n + 1, respectively, and an epi- 
morphism (fi21F’z) + #@awith kernel isomorphic to (ZG)nal [ 16, remarks after 
Proposition 2.11). Now (RI 1 Fl) is such that the f-rank of & is greater than or equal 
totwo.RutPH@ZG nW1 for some projective ideal I of ZG [ 14, p. 38). So by Pro- 
position 2.4 r!iclre xists a projective object (AZ I Ed and an epimorphism 
(&IFt j --) (A+&) with k ernel * 1. The composite (R2 1 F2) + (A2 ( E2) has kernel P. 
It is interesting to note that if (Al I&), (A21E2) are projective objects with A, VA2, 
then the e exists an embedding j : (Al IEl ) --, (A21E2) such that the cokernel of the 
map A, -e A2 is a torsion module whose annihilator is coprime to the order of G. 
This result is ;t direct consequence of Roiter’s lemma (cf. [ 14, Proposition 3.21, the 
Characterization Theorem of projective objects and the Ion exact sequence of co- 
homology. 
3. The group-theoretic method 
for some projective module R Suppc’sc (&I/$ is any frttc object of rank (I(G), and 
let l’(R~lI’~) = (R3, 2). Then (I&, 2) rr (ZC’ P, 0) is the image under I‘ of a free object 
of rank J(G) + IN. In particular. if rl = s d(G). then by the lsomorphism Theorem, 
(Rz, ,r*) 2 (RJ, c?) II (ZC”, 0). 
SO 
A +P2Rz SK, ‘EZGP’ z[] &Q@&z(;y 
where Q is a projective X-module offlrank pr(C) and H has no projective direct 
summands (cf. 117, Lemma 81). Since (A IE) is a minimal prr,jecti:fe abject, A has no 
projective direct summands. So by Lemma 3.1, 
Frank(P) =firank(Q @ 2X?) = pr(G) + PI. 
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So f-rank(P) 2 3. Hence (see 114. p. M] ) 
So by the Csncellatitrn Theorem. 
(A. A-) n (P. 0,s (RJ* 2) IF (ZCY’. 0). 
%I (A il:‘) is an epimwphic image of a free object of rank cl(G) + 11 -. 1 = s -.. 1. There- 
fore c!(E) G s 1. hut d(E) = s > s 1. 
hof. Let G he ;iny non-cyclic sc-hhlc group such that &!‘& /Z(Q) is greater than 1 
I L f. T’her~rem 2.2). Let R be any minimal relation module. Since G is soluble, any 
mtnm~sl free object IS a minimal projective fjbject 1‘71. As in Theorem 2.2, there CX- _.. 
lsts a module A such that A v R but A is not in the same restricted genus. By Propo- 
siti0n 2. 1 there exists an element j* ofY@(G, A) such that (A, y) is a minimal pro- 
jective. Let (,4 II:‘) be <n object such that I’(.4 IE) = (A, ~8). Then (A 1pj is a minimal 
projective object in (‘d). If J(E) = d(G), then (AIE) is an epimorphic image of a fret 
object (RI If’,) of rarlk d(E) = d(G). But such a free object is 3 minimal projective, 
so, bq definition, (H l I&) 2 (A i/Y:‘,, in particular A z&?, . But (cf. [ 161) 
_ _ 
R , + Z(; 4 j( ,s ZG’, 
t? . Then A v k , and this contradicts the choice of A. Therefore d(E) > ii(Gi. 
Roof. Let FE be a free group on the generators (-Xi), and let &l&J and (&IF,,) be 
the free objects induced by the maps p1 : Xi + gi and pi : Xi -+ Iii f: respective11 . 
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